
   SOUTHERNRAILWAY 
 

No.M/P 676/I/PTG/IRMT/SM            Divl.Rly Manager’s Office 
           Personnel Branch 
           Chennai Division 
           Chennai –3 Dt  31.12.2020     
 

OFFICE ORDER No T/OPTG/   67    /2020 
 

 SUB  : Inter Railway Mutual transfer of Station Masters 
      Ref   : DRM/P/EC Rly.Lr.No.ET/OPTG/SM/IRMT/DDU/2020;dt:14.09.2020  
          ***************  

The competent authority has accorded approval for the Inter Railway Mutual 
Transfer of Shri.Chandra Shekhar Kumar;(pf No.14MAS499); SM/TBM/MAS Dn. in Level  6 
in Pay Matrix with Shri.Sunil Kumar; (PF No. 15308D00192); SM/DDU Dn; East Central 
Railway, subject to the usual terms and conditions applicable to such transfer.  
 
         The above mutual transfer is agreed to on the following conditions: 

1. The above Inter Railway Mutual transfer are ordered on fulfillment of conditions as 
stipulated in Railway Board’s letter no E (NG)I-2004/TR/16/dated 22.10.2007( RBE 
No.134/2007). 

2. They should be free from DAR/VIG/SPE cases on the date of relief. 
3. The above employees will take their seniority in the new seniority unit to which 

they are transferred as per extant orders applicable to mutual transfers; they will 
either retain their own seniority or take the seniority of the other in the new unit 
whichever is lower. 

4. They will not seek retransfer to their parent unit/Railway at a later date. 
5. As the transfer is ordered on their own request, they will not be eligible for    

          any transfer privileges on Transfer account.      
6. They will retain their lien in the parent cadre till they are permanently absorbed  

          in the new seniority unit to which they were posted. 
7. In terms of Railway Board’s Letter No.E(NG)I-2017/TR/21 ; dt:09.05.2018,   

          Mutual transfer cases, where NOC has been given both the Railways/Units  
          i.e., accepting and relieving both the employees should be spared immediately  
          within a week,without either unit waiting for the reliever.         

 
This has the approval of the competent authority. 

 
 

 
 (V.K.SIVAKUMAR) 
 Asst Personnel Officer/T/MAS 
                                                        / Divl.Railway Managaer/P/ MAS 
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